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Abstract—Web services provide a general basis of convenient
access and operation for cloud applications. However, such
services become very vulnerable when being attacked, especially
in the situation where service continuity is one of the most
important requirements. This issue highlights the necessity to
apply reliable and formal methods to attack tolerance in Web
services. In this paper, we propose a Coloured Petri Nets based
method for attack tolerance by modelling and analysing basic
behaviours of attack-network interaction, attack detectors and
their tolerance solutions. Furthermore, complex attacks can be
analysed and tolerance solutions deployed by identifying these
basic attack-network interactions and composing their solutions.
The validity of our method is demonstrated through a case study
on attack tolerance in cloud-based medical information storage.

Keywords-attack tolerance; coloured Petri nets; Web services;
formal methods; cloud security

I. INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented architecture supports a lot of modern soft-
ware systems, which advocates “Everything as a Service”. This
thought is absorbed by cloud computing and developed as its
typical service models, i.e., Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS).
Cloud service providers offer multiple resources, e.g., VM
(Virtual Machine), to clients on demand through the Internet.
However, since clients’ information is centrally stored and
managed in cloud services, it will cause terrible loss once
such services are attacked successfully.

Attacks bring great threats to cloud applications and hinder
further development of cloud services. How to deal with
attacks towards cloud services becomes an important issue.
Recently, attack tolerance has been highlighted as a significant
property, which allows systems to continue when attacks occur
[1]–[5]. However, there are very few studies towards attack
tolerance for cloud services, especially researches combining
formal methods into attack tolerance [2]. Moreover, most of
the existing work focuses on applications. There is a lack of
research on formal foundation for better understanding the
essence of attacks and their solutions.

To further tolerate attacks in a reliable way, applying formal
methods is a good choice, which provides strong guarantee
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for systems security. As one of the most typical formal
models, Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) provide an elegant and
practical mathematical formalism by combining Petri nets
with a programming language to obtain a scalable modelling
language for concurrent systems [6]. CPNs have been used to
model and analyse security aspects of many critical systems
[7]–[10]. Specially, useful related tools provide strong support
for verification and validation of systems models. Consider-
ing good visualization for better comprehension, concurrency
description, executable simulation and wide applications, we
choose CPNs as the formal model to analyse the attack
tolerance issue.

In this paper, inspired from formal constructions, we define
some meta operations for attack tolerance, modelled and
analyzed with CPNs. First, we model the basic behaviours
of attack-network interaction as CPN-based patterns. Then,
we provide CPN-based detection mechanisms and investigate
some CPN-based tolerance solutions according to this detec-
tion. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach by
a case study. Note that our framework is generic to services
in general, but as cloud services are among the most well-
developed and complex services, we explain the approach in
this scenario. Our contributions are as follows.

• We explore a semi-formal framework for attack tolerance,
specifically using CPNs to design and deploy a tolerance
solution according to meta attack operations.

• We classify the basic attack-network interactions be-
haviours into four patterns, i.e., blocking, leakage, steal-
ing and injection. Meanwhile, we analyze their detection
conditions and construct their corresponding tolerance
solutions, including bypassing, encryption and compen-
sation.

• We evaluate our method through a case study about attack
tolerance in cloud-based medical information storage, and
demonstrate its effectiveness by means of CPN Tools.

This paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 briefly introduces
Coloured Petri Nets, which are used to model Origin-Attack-
Tolerance Nets, in brief OAT Nets. Sect. 3 presents our CPNs
based methods, including basic interaction attack patterns,
attack detectors and their tolerance solutions. Sect. 4 discusses



a case study about attack tolerance in cloud-based medical
information storage with the help of CPN Tools. Sect. 5
introduces related work. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper
and outlines future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Our method is mainly described using CPNs. If CPNs have
the same expressive power as Petri nets, in practice they offer
much more modelling power with better structuring facilities,
e.g., types and modules. A typical definition of CPNs is as
follows [11].

Definition 1 (Coloured Petri Net): A Coloured Petri Net is
a tuple CPN = (P, T,A,Σ, V, C,G,E, I), where
• P is a finite set of places;
• T is a finite set of transitions and P ∩ T = ∅;
• A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of arcs;
• Σ is a finite set of types, each one being a non-empty

“colour set”;
• V is a finite set of typed variables, i.e., type(v) ∈ Σ for

all v ∈ V ;
• C : P −→ Σ is a colouring function that associates a type

to each place;
• G : T −→ ExprV is a labelling function that associates

expressions (called guards) with free variables from V to
transitions such that type(G(t)) = Bool;

• E : A −→ ExprV is a labelling function that associates
expressions with free variables from V to arcs such that
type(E(a)) = C(p)MS , where p is the place connected
to the arc a and C(p)MS is a multiset type;

• I : P −→ Expr∅ is an initialisation function that associates
an expression without free variables to every place such
that type(I(p)) = C(p)MS .

Definition 2 (Marking): Given a CPN, a marking is a
function M mapping P to multisets of tokens, such that
type(M(p)) = C(p)MS . The initial marking is given by I .

Definition 3 (Enabled): Given a marking M , t ∈ T , its
preset pre(t) = {p|(p, t) ∈ A} (resp., its postset post(t) =
{p|(t, p) ∈ A}) and a binding b of its variables (〈b〉: evaluation
in b), (t, b) is enabled for M if M(p) satisfies (i.e., is greater
than or equal to) E(p, t)〈b〉 for all places p ∈ pre(t) and
G(t)〈b〉 = true.

Definition 4 (Firing): Given t ∈ T and a binding b, if
(t, b) is enabled for M , t may fire and yield a new marking
M ′, defined, for all p ∈ pre(t) ∪ post(t), by M ′(p) =
M(p) --E(p, t)〈b〉++E(t, p)〈b〉 where E(p, t) 〈b〉 = 0
(resp., E(t, p)〈b〉 = 0) for every p /∈ pre(t) (resp., post(t)).
Here, -- (resp., ++) indicates the subtraction (resp. the sum)
of multisets [11].

Fig. 1 is an example of firing. In the marking before firing t,
the place p1 is set with “2‘1 ++ 3‘4 ++ 1‘5” (p2 with “1‘3”),
which is a multiset with two occurrences of the value 1, three
occurrences of the value 4 and one occurrence of the value 5.
If the value “5” is selected randomly to bind to the variable a,
then the guard “a > 2” is satisfied, and t is enabled and can
be fired. After the firing, t produces 1‘6 to p2 according to the
expression E(t, p2). We refer to [11] for precise definitions

if (a > 4)

then a + 1

else a - 1a

[a > 2]2`1++3`4++1`5

p1 p2t

if (a > 4)

then a + 1

else a - 1a

[a > 2] 1`3 ++1`6

p1 p2t

2`1++3`4

1`3

Fig. 1. An example before (top) and after (bottom) firing

of the semantics and show how CPN models are executable
and good at modelling behaviours of concurrent systems. This
enlightens their use for analysis of security design aspects in
concurrent systems, e.g., attack tolerance.

III. METHOD OVERVIEW

In our model-based method, we try to discover the essence
of attacks by means of semi-formal construction. This is done
by modelling some basic behaviours of attack-network inter-
action together with their detectors and tolerance solutions,
which takes advantages of CPN theory, improving thus the
ability for the network to tolerate an attack. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first that attempts to apply CPN to
attack tolerance problem, thus leading to better understanding
and capturing it through the formal constructions. On the
one hand, we propose some basic attack-network interaction
patterns modelled with CPN, which will be helpful for con-
structing more complex models of attack tolerance. On the
other hand, since the deployment of attack tolerance solutions
is always time- and resource-consuming, simulations with the
help of CPN Tools provide early access to effects of solutions.
These executable models are also useful for further analysis
or verification of these solutions (e.g., checking deadlock or
reachability), since many tools support such functions. The
major steps of our whole method are as follows.

1) An original net (O net) equipped with detectors (monitor-
ing functions), modelled as a CPN, should be simulated
with CPN Tools.

2) A predefined attack, modelled as a CPN (A net), is
injected to O net to constitute the attacked net (OA net),
whose simulation continues.

3) The attack is detected by the detectors and then identified
according to our pre-built library of basic attack-network
interaction patterns.

4) From this identification, a tolerance solution for this
attack is generated as a CPN (T net) by composition
from our pre-built library of basic tolerance solutions.

5) The simulation is suspended, the tolerance solution is
deployed by composing T net with OA net to construct
attack tolerant net (OAT net), whose simulation resumes
showing that it tolerates the injected attack.

In real-world practice, a tolerance solution should be de-
ployed immediately when an attack is detected. In this paper,
we use CPN Tools to simulate the framework, where it is not
allowed to change places and transitions dynamically during



continuous multiple-steps simulation. To mimic the real situa-
tion, we use the “monitors” function of CPN Tools to monitor
the simulation. When an attack is detected, the monitors would
suspend the simulation. Then, a tolerance solution is deployed.
This way does not interfere the correctness of our method
as the “suspension” does not change any other parts except
the deployment of a tolerance solution. It is the same as
deploying a tolerance solution immediately when a detector
detects an attack. After deploying the solution, the simulation
continues from the pausing state (i.e., marking) to ensure the
continuity. Note that we assume that a new deployed tolerance
solution cannot be attacked. If the solution is allowed to be
attacked again, it leads to an infinite meta-hierarchy problem,
which is out of the scope of this paper. Next we illustrate
three important concepts, i.e., basic attack-network interaction
patterns, attack detectors and basic tolerance solutions.

A. Basic Attack-network Interaction Patterns

Basic attack-network interaction patterns represent mali-
cious actions, such as unauthorisedly collecting information,
illegally changing entities, and so on. Here, we classify basic
units, each consisting of one place, one transition and one
arc. This classification is neither empirical or experimental
but considers exhaustively all the possible constructions of
basic interaction units between the O and A nets. As shown
in Table I, there are totally 16 types of basic units (according
to whether its place (resp., transition or arc) belongs to O
or A net and arc direction is from place to transition or from
transition to place). Since this paper focuses on the interaction
between O net and A net, four basic interaction attack patterns,
i.e., blocking, leakage, stealing and injection (No. 2, 3, 6,
7), are kept for study, which can be combined to constitute
more complex attacks. In Table I, the other cases are internal
behaviours of O net (No. 9, 13) or of A net (No. 4, 8) and
meaningless (No. 1, 5, 10-12, 14-16). For No. 1, 5, 12, 16,
it is abnormal that both place and transition belong to O net
(resp. A net) while arc belongs to A net (resp. O net). For
No. 10, 11, 14, 15, it is also senseless that O net leaves an
arc linked to a place or transition of A net. So, these cases
can be excluded.

In the table and all the following figures, O net is mainly
depicted in black with detectors in grey, A net in red, and T
net in blue or other colours if needed. Places or transitions
shared by two or three of those nets are depicted with the two
or three corresponding colours.

Fig. 2. Blocking

Blocking is a behaviour that blocks the process execution

and controls when it can be continued. Fig. 2 presents an
example of the blocking pattern, where the transition tx is not
enabled since there is no token in pb. Consequently, more and
more tokens arrive at px as shown in Fig. 2 and the marking of
py remains unchanged for a long time. Moreover, an attacker
can even control when to stop blocking, and make the process
run again like nothing had happened.

Leakage refers to a behaviour that discloses some important
information to attackers unintentionally, which is however not
detected by the original process. As shown in Fig. 3, the token
ox has been delivered to both py and pl, the latter belonging
to an attacker.

Fig. 3. Leakage

Stealing means that attackers take data, VM or other entities
away without a permission of the system and keep it. In Fig. 4,
the transition ts intends to steal the token ox from the place
px. Note that there are two differences between stealing and
leakage: (1) for “stealing”, an attacker needs to fire a transition
to obtain the concerned token, while for “leakage”, tokens
flow to an attacker’s place without any initiative action of the
attacker; (2) stealing implies that tokens are removed from the
place where they should be, however, leakage never changes
related tokens in O net.

Fig. 4. Stealing

Injection is a way used by attackers to throw some modified
data or codes, usually malicious, into a system, that can
facilitate the coordination of attackers to extract information
from or interfere with the system. A successful injection,
which often needs the help of other basic attack-network inter-
action patterns, should avoid the attention of a normal process.
Normally, an attacker first collects enough information, based
on which a malicious entity is then constructed and finally
injected back to the original system, as shown in Fig. 5.

Furthermore, compound attack patterns can be derived from
the compositions of basic attack-network interaction patterns.
For example, by combining stealing with injection, we can
obtain two new attack patterns, named copy and modification,
as shown in Fig. 6. The “copy” pattern takes a token away
from the original process, copies it and puts it back to the



TABLE I
TYPES OF BASIC UNITS

No CPN Comment No CPN Comment No CPN Comment No CPN Comment

1 / a 5 / 9 IBON b 13 IBON

2 Blocking 6 Leakage 10 / 14 /

3 Stealing 7 Injection 11 / 15 /

4 IBAN c 8 IBAN 12 / 16 /

a Meaningless; b Internal Behaviour of Original Net; c Internal Behaviour of Attack Net

Fig. 5. Injection

original process. Different from “copy”, the “modification”
pattern puts a modified (usually malicious) token back to the
original process. Note that these two attack patterns are quite
simple compound attacks, and more complex ones can be
constructed in a similar way.

Fig. 6. Copy (left); Modification (right)

B. Attack Detectors

In this subsection, we present examples of monitoring
functions for O net, in order to detect some of the attacks
and identify their corresponding patterns. These detectors are
designed and efficiently installed in O net.

When a transition is blocked by an attacker, the blocking
can be detected by checking that at least one of two conditions
is satisfied. The first is that the number of tokens in a place
exceeds a fixed threshold, this accumulation being possibly
a symptom that the transition after this place is blocked. As
shown in Fig. 7, when the number of tokens in px exceeds
5, transition tz will be fired and put a token to py . The
second is that the marking of some place does not change
for a predefined maximal time, indicating an interruption of
the data flow. The limitation of our detection is that a blocking
with a number of tokens or a time period below the pre-
defined thresholds cannot be detected. Short-time temporary
blocking (below the pre-defined threshold) is difficult to detect

without more knowledge about an attacker and this is out of
the modelling scope in this paper.

Fig. 7. Detector for blocking

Leakage is very difficult or even impossible to detect
without explicit signals. So, for leakage, we can only take
actions, e.g., encryption, to prevent attackers from using it.

For stealing, the detector determines whether some entities
have been lost. As shown in the example of Fig. 8, the token
oex is backed up to the place pduplicate. Then, the transition
tcompensate judges whether oex has been lost according to
pduplicate, px and py . We use inhibitor arcs to indicate that oex
belongs to neither px nor py . Notice that we detect stealing
in the interval between px and py in this example, where the
marking of px or py is equal to or less than one. More complex
situations (e.g., multiple tokens) are similar to this example but
with more control structures.

Fig. 8. Detector for stealing

When it comes to injection, detectors can check whether
there is an intrusive or modified entity. As shown in Fig. 9, the
place plibrary stores some necessary information for checking.
When a token arrives at ty , it will be checked with the



information from the library, which is denoted as olib. A bad
token will be removed from O net, and put into pisolation for
further analysis. The place pcheck ctrl is used to guarantee that
every token will be checked and the place pctrl makes sure that
there will be only one token in the place px. In [4], some parts
of software are assigned “hash codes”, whose modifications
are signals of malicious actions. Actually, checking whether
hash codes have been modified can be considered as one of
specific implementations of our checking detector.

Fig. 9. Detector for injection

It is worth noting that, for stealing and injection, an idea
for more general detection process would be to use place
invariants [12], which depend only on the topological structure
of the Petri net and are independent of any dynamic process. In
absence of attack in the O net, place invariants should always
be satisfied; however, once some place invariants become false,
there must be something wrong. Then, one way to locate
the “error” place might be using the intersection of places
related to multiple unsatisfied places invariants to reduce the
searching scope. We would explore more about the role of
place invariants and how to locate and tolerate attacks by using
them in the future.

C. Basic Tolerance Solutions

In this subsection, we propose tolerance solutions for the
above basic attack-network interaction patterns. They are
deployed (in blue) according to the locations in the O net
associated to the detectors (already in blue), in order to restore
the normal function of an original system.

Fig. 10. Bypassing

Bypassing provides a good way to deal with blocking.
Once the blocking detection condition is met, a bypassing path
should be built and triggered. Fig. 10 presents an example for
the number of tokens in a place exceeding a fixed threshold.
In this case, the place py obtains a token. Then, the bypassing
path is activated by triggering t′x, and the blocking problem
is solved. Moreover, this solution can also be used to mitigate
overloading besides blocking.

Encryption is a process that encodes critical information
to protect it from being illegally used by unauthorised users.
In Fig. 11, a leakage occurs in tl. If the token ox has been
encrypted as oex and the wiretapper is unable to decode it, the
solution is successful. On the contrary, if the wiretapper can
decode what he wants, the encryption solution fails. Actually,
this is a very difficult problem, because we can never know
the ability of an attacker. Since we cannot predict the ability
of attackers to decode information, the only thing we can do
is the prevention with best efforts.

Fig. 11. Encryption

Compensation solution makes up for lost entities. To
tolerate stealing, two things need to be done: (1) encrypting
information to make attackers unable to use it, described
as above; (2) compensating the lost entities in the original
process, according to the backup of any token found to be
lost by the detector. In the example of Fig. 12, only one token
has to be compensated. In practice, we may need to deal with
a set of lost tokens, and the implementations of control parts
are different according to different cases.

Fig. 12. Compensation

The compensation solution can also handle injection. De-
tectors monitor whether entities are intrusive or modified. If
an entity is intrusive, i.e., the entity does not belong to the O
net, we only need to remove the injected token. If an entity
is illegally modified, besides removing the modified entity, a
normal entity should be compensated in the original process.

These solutions correspond to the basic attack-network in-
teraction patterns. If a complex attack is composed of multiple
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Fig. 13. Doctor reading

such patterns, we can construct its tolerance solution by
combining the related solutions together, which is illustrated
by the case study in the next section. Note that our framework
models these attacks and solutions with the view of a relatively
low-cost modelling. Though we deploy one single tolerance
solution in response to one given attack, the library of generic
attack patterns / tolerance solutions remains small. The large
one is the potential combination of all possible deployment
instances, but we do not compute it in advance. After the
detectors detect and identify the attacks, the tolerance solution
is instantiated with the precise locations in the network, and
thus deployed on the fly.

IV. CASE STUDY

To show the effectiveness of our framework, we apply
our approach to a case study about cloud-based medical
information storage originally presented in [13], [14] and
modelled with CPN Tools, a tool for editing, simulating and
analysing CPNs [15]. In this system, patients and doctors read
or write medical records stored through cloud-based informa-
tion storage. Note that [13], [14] focus on security and fault
tolerance, while we introduce basic attack-network interactions
and illustrate our tolerant solutions. The major differences
are: (1) Their example only involves one patient and one
doctor, while we adapt it to a scenario with three patients
and two doctors, extendable to more patients and doctors in
a straightforward way. (2) We replace fault tolerance parts by
integrating the attack tolerance framework. The whole .cpn
file can be found at the site “https://github.com/TURTING-
BO/CPNs-Attack-Tolerance”.

In this case study, there are mainly four modules including
directory, patient, doctor and cloud. The directory module
receives query requests before responding. The patient or

Blocking
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Modified
Records
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Stolen
Records
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once_ctrl
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Modify

Inject

gla

gl

g

gl^^[g]

modify g

g

pm

g

1`true

rmallPred 
"P3_rec" gl gl

Fig. 14. Attack

doctor modules read or write records, where a patient can
only read his/her own information but a doctor can both
read and write records of his/her patients. The cloud module
stores records of patients and manages reading and writing
operations. When a patient needs to read records, he/she first
sends a query request to the directory module. After receiving
the request, the directory module responds to the patient with
a provider list, indicating where his/her records are stored.
Then, the patient constructs a read request according to the
provider list and sends it to the cloud module. The cloud
module supervises the reading process and returns the records
if successful. Finally, the patient receives his/her records. Note
that a patient’s record is distributed in three providers to
improve security. The read and write operations of doctors
are similar to the read operation of patients.

In this medical storage system, the basic attack-network
interactions may violate the following security requirement
aspects.
• Blocking: medical records must be guaranteed to be

available to all doctors at any time to save the patients;
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Fig. 16. Attack result

• Leakage: patients’ records cannot be leaked to a third part
in order to protect the privacy;

• Stealing: patients’ records cannot be lost as the history
of health status is critical to the diagnosis and treatment;

• Injection: insider attacks (e.g., from employees of cloud
provider) are not allowed to modify records;

Now consider three patients A, B , C and two doctors X ,
Y . The medical record of the patient C is {recID = “P3 rec”,
data = “Name: Tom; Disease: COVID-19, Serious; Treatment:
Critical;”}. The doctor Y needs to read the record of C and
determine the therapy. Consider an attack (Fig. 14) aiming at
making the doctor Y read a wrong record {recID = “P3 rec”,
data = “Name: Tom; Disease: Flu, Mild; Treatment: Basic;”},
leading to incorrect diagnosis and treatment of the patient C ,
more seriously, losing C ’s life with no timely treatment! This
compound attack might consist in blocking (Fig. 13), stealing
and injection (Fig. 15). The attacker carries out the following
steps: First, he blocks the doctor Y to read the record of the

patient C ; then, during the blocking time, he steals the record
of C ; next, according to the stolen one, he modifies the record
and injects it back to the O net; finally, he cancels blocking,
which allows the doctor Y to read an incorrect record.

Fig. 17. Checking and compensation result

Fig. 18. Doctor Y reading result

Fig. 16, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 present the result of our
solution to the attack, where the doctor Y can read the
correct record of the patient C . The green boxes show the
current markings of corresponding places and the red lines
highlight points for the following explanations. In Fig. 16,
the attacker successfully modify C ’s record from “Disease:
COVID-19, Serious; Treatment: Critical;” to “Disease: Flu,
Mild; Treatment: Basic;”. In Fig. 17, our detector found



Fig. 19. Simple original net with a blocking attack

Fig. 20. Simple original net with a tolerance solution

Fig. 21. Breakpoint monitor

Fig. 22. Adding a bypassing tolerance solution to the .cpn file

this change and replaced the wrong record with the correct
one, with the cooperation of compensation solution shown
in Fig. 15. Finally, according to Fig. 18, the doctor Y can
read the correct record of C and decide a proper therapy.
The composition of bypassing and compensation solutions can
effectively tolerate the above attack. The current limitation is
that the detectors and the tolerance solutions are not deployed
automatically and can only be applied to models during the
design stage instead of runtime.

A. One More Discussion: A Blocking Example

Now, for one step forward in the automation of our frame-
work, we explore how to detect a blocking attack and deploy
its tolerance solution by modifying the .cpn file, which is the
format used by the tool CPN. Here, due to lack of space, we
just show a very simple version of the bypassing solution by
omitting some optimised control places and transitions.

As shown at Fig. 19, the blocking attack called “attack b”
leads to the accumulation of tokens in the place “before”.
In order to detect the blocking and stop the simulation, the
mechanism in this tool called “Breakpoint monitor” is adopted
that can stop the simulation under some conditions [15]. In
Fig. 21, we set a Breakpoint monitor for the place “before”,
which will stop the simulation when the number of tokens
in “before” exceeds 10. Once the blocking attack is detected,
the simulation stops and the bypassing solution is deployed by
modifying the corresponding .cpn file based on the information
from the blocked transition. In the pink rectangle of Fig. 22,
we add some .xml descriptions (i.e., one transition and two
arcs of a bypassing path) to the original .cpn file. Fig. 20
presents the O net with a new added tolerance solution. As we
can see, all the tokens arrive to “target” through the bypassing
path. Thus the tolerance is successful.

This very useful step provides the possibility of imple-
menting automatic tools for attack tolerance design. In the
future, we will build two CPN libraries of basic attack-network
interaction patterns and basic tolerance solutions, respectively.
The goal is to automatically detect an attack, identify it (as
a basic one from the library or a compound one made up
of several basic ones), find the generic solution (from the
library of basic solutions directly or by composition) and
deploy this solution, i.e., inserting its code in the initial code
at the proper locations. In this part, we only illustrated the
idea with the simplest basic attack-network interaction pattern
(i.e., blocking), and the insertion of the code is currently done
manually but can be implemented as a automatical one.



V. RELATED WORK

A. Modelling and Analysis of Web Services with CPNs

Coloured Petri Nets is a graphical language for constructing
models of concurrent systems and analysing their properties
[6], [11], [16], and has been widely used to model and analyse
Web services [17]–[24].

In [17], a modelling style for representing interaction flows
in Web interfaces, called wiCPN (Web Interaction Mod-
eling Using Coloured Petri Nets), was explored, which is
able to refine the model components and represent interac-
tion flows. In [18], a timed CPN model was presented to
evaluate the service composition in multicloud environments
while minimising the number of clouds involved in serving
a composite service request. In [19], taking Fuzzy CPNs
as the automatic combination technology for OWL-S Web
Services in Supercomputing Cloud Platform, algorithms were
designed to build and simplify the Fuzzy CPN dependency
relation graph. Model-to-model transformation technologies
are exploited to convert other models to CPNs since, after
transformation, existing tools can provide powerful support
for analysis and verification of CPNs. In [20], a UML profile
for the publish/subscribe paradigm was proposed, together
with a model-to-model transformation from UML to CPNs,
and, with the help of CPNs Tools, design errors cloud be
detected and fixed. In [21], a reliability markup language
for DRBD (dynamic reliability block diagram) models was
presented, as well as an algorithm that automatically converts
DRBD model to CPN, and a case study for verification of
DRBD model was illustrated with CPN Tools. Specially, some
CPN based diagnosis analysis approaches were also proposed
[22]–[24], e.g., in [22], the authors used spiking neural P
systems with coloured spikes to model the fault of available
service, component, and connector in the service composition
for fault location and handling. The above methods efficiently
deal with different aspects of Web services, including service
composition modelling, model-to-model transformation and
fault diagnosis. With a different motivation, we try to take
one of the first steps of applying CPNs to attack tolerance.

B. Attack Tolerance for Web Services in Cloud

Attack tolerance turns out to be extremely important to
improve reliability and security of cloud services. Many
projects are devoted to dealing with this problem [25]–[27].
A representative one is the H2020 CLARUS project which
summarised the main cloud vulnerabilities and the solutions
proposed, including intrusion detection and attack-tolerance,
and then, by leveraging diversity [28], further contributed
to this field by several novel and effective attack-tolerant
approaches. In [2], an attack-tolerant architecture and frame-
work for Web services was proposed, where variants in the
attack-tolerant library substitute the original implementation
periodically or according to online monitoring. In [3], a state
of the art of attack tolerance was presented, and how web
services can be tolerant through diversification was explained.
In [29] software diversity was explored as a defense against

side-channel attacks by dynamically and systematically ran-
domising the control flow of programs, which reduces side-
channel information leakage significantly.

Software Reflection is also an efficient technique for attack
tolerance. In [4], a new approach was proposed, exploring its
usage as a mean of detection and mitigation of insider attacks.
The authors of [5] considered any application deployed in the
cloud as a choreography of services and extended a formal
framework for choreography verification by incorporating de-
tection and remediation strategies using Software Reflection.
These provide good solutions for attack tolerance. However,
our goal is different. We want to design an abstract generic
framework for detection and tolerance of attacks, which it
will be possible to instantiate and (more or less automatically)
deploy for a particular implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a model-based framework
for attack tolerance using CPNs. We have extracted four meta
attack operations modelled as basic attack-network interac-
tion patterns and proposed the corresponding detectors and
their tolerance solutions. To further validate our method and
illustrate the way towards its automation, a case study was
simulated with CPN Tools. Note that it is the first step to
understand attack tolerance by modelling with CPNs and its
extensibility in practice remains to explore. Our patterns of
attack and tolerance are general, and may be instantiated using
other formal methods that can be translated from/to PNs, e.g.,
membrane systems [30], [31].

Future work includes (1) investigating composition rules
for the library of generic basic behaviours of attack-network
interaction to interpret more complex attack patterns, (2) de-
signing automatic tools for identifying such complex attacks,
(3) building corresponding tolerance solutions by composition
from the library of generic basic tolerance solutions, (4)
deploying these instantiated solutions at the proper locations
(which have to be previously identified) of the initial net. In
addition, we would explore how to use the net invariants to
detect and locate attacks, and more generally the analysis
methods provided by Petri nets to prove some functional
properties about the attacked net equipped with the deployed
tolerance solution w.r.t. the original net (such as reachability,
trace inclusion, equivalence, etc.), as well as model-based
diagnosis combining previous work [32], [33]. In addition,
generating formal models (e.g., under our framework) from
the basic threat models (e.g., the STRIDE framework [34]),
simulating actual complex attacks and conducting more ex-
periments is part of our perspectives, including exploring
the use of this approach for users or developers to identify
and mitigate threats from the perspective of experiments, as
well as validating further recurring attacks and corresponding
solutions [35].
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